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 The Memobust handbook is devoted to business statistics
 But what are business statistics? 
 It is difficult to define a demarcation line in this area. 
 A possible answer to this question is distinguishing business 
statistics to respect to social statistics (person and household 
statistics) 
Main Differences between
Business Statistics and Social Statistics 
Characteristic Business Statistics Household Statistics Person Statistics 
Complexity of 
statistical units
Large Medium Small
Demarcation of units Difficult Fairly  complicated Easy
Dynamics of units Complex Complex Simple
Size variation of units Large Small None
Skewness of 
distributions
Large Mostly small Small
Type of variables Mainly numerical  Mainly categorical Mainly categorical
Number of variables Small Large Large
Population size Smal-Medium Midium-Large Large
International 
comparison
Hard Hard Hard
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Generic Statistical Business Process 
Model (GSBPM, 2009)
 In the Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM, 
2009) the design of methodology is described at least in sub-
process:
 design data collection, 
 design frame and sample,
 design statistical processing.
Attributes of a method are:
 • Soundness
 • Appropriateness
 • Applicability, usability and stability (GSIM 0.3, 2012, section 
35)
 • Feasibility
 • Complexity
 • Efficiency
 • Robustness
In the ESS quality concept there is a 
breakdown by sources of error
 – Sampling;
 – Coverage;
 – Measurement;
 – Non-response;
 – Processing;
 – Model assumption

Identification of the user
needs
 When a need for new statistics is identified or current statistics appear to be 
inappropriate
 In this preparatory phase a statistical organisation has to
 1 Determine the needs for information: what statistics, methods, sources are needed
 2 Confirm, in more detail, the statistical needs
 3 Establish the high level objectives of the statistical outputs
 4 Identify the relevant concepts and variables for which data are required
 Already in this stage the feasibility and necessity of the new statistics must be evaluated. 
For that a statistical organisation has to
 5 Check if current data collections and methodologies can meet these needs
 6 Prepare the business case to get approval to produce the statistics.
Target population and survey frame
 The quality of the survey frame influences the quality of the whole 
survey
 The coverage of the target population by the survey frame (frame 
population), the accuracy of the contact, stratification attributes of 
the units, the timeliness of the units are important elements of the 
quality assessment
 For business statistical surveys, the business register and its 
connecting satellite registers are used as the main base for the 
survey frames
 The purpose of these statistical registers is to record and maintain 
the statistical units, their characteristics and the demography of the 
units for the whole economy as complete as possible
